Matrix product states minimize bipartite correlations to compress the classical data representing quantum states. Matrix product state algorithms and similar tools-called tensor network methods-form the backbone of modern numerical methods used to simulate many-body physics. Matrix product states have a further range of applications in machine learning. Finding matrix product states is in general a computationally challenging task, a computational task which we show quantum computers can accelerate. We present a quantum algorithm which returns a classical description of a k-rank matrix product state approximating an eigenvector given black-box access to a unitary matrix. Each iteration of the optimization requires O(n · k 2 ) quantum gates, yielding sufficient conditions for our quantum variational algorithm to terminate in polynomial-time. Implications include: (i) Applications of quantum random access memory are severely limited from the general restriction imposed by quantum theory in which a quantum memory itself is modified by access. Our method recursively optimizes a rank-k description of a quantum state: this in turn can be accessed in situ and hence our results augment the efficiency of quantum random access memory.
Introduction
There is contemporary interest in near term quantum computing demonstrations of quantum supremacyin which a quantum computer outperforms a classical one at some task. There is likewise ample interest in understanding the effectiveness of low-depth quantum circuits for e.g. machine learning 1 and quantum simulation. Missing in this theory is a quantification of the entanglement that a given quantum computation can support 2 . Using a quantum computer to determine a matrix product state provides a means to fill in this missing theory, as the degree of entanglement is specified in the description of the matrix product state. Indeed, the quantum algorithm we present minimizes bipartite entanglement across step-wise partitions of a quantum state, returning the classical description of a rank-k approximation to an eigenvector of a unitary matrix.
Matrix product states are interesting for their vast range of practical applications. There is a growing and active community exploring the use of tensor network algorithms as a means to discover and understand new properties of quantum systems [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Additionally, machine learning has been merged with matrix product states and other tensor network methods [12] [13] [14] . Our algorithm opens the door to accelerate these classical algorithms by utilizing quantum computers.
An additional advantage of our framework is that it provides a practical route towards quantum supremacy. One can more directly compare the performance of a quantum vs. classical computer, pairedoff on the same functional task. A classical tensor network contraction engine hence provides a goldstandard as a quantum computer will need to outperform these methods to constitute a meaningful demonstration.
Our own approach to tensor network states centered initially around casting an algebraic theory of logic gates into the setting of tensor network states-as used at the crossroads of condensed matter theory and quantum computation-by myself with several colleagues 2, 15, 16 . We adapted these tools and discovered efficient tensor network descriptions of finite Abelian lattice gauge theories 17 . These tools also lead to the discovery of a wide class of efficiently contractable tensor networks, representing counting problems 18 . The present paper connects these results as well as a vast range of tensor networks literature directly and definitively, providing a new bidirectional bridge between tensor network methods and practical quantum computation.
Quantum random access memory (qRAM) is a cornerstone of several quantum algorithms including quantum principle component analysis 19 . The fact remains that qRAM is difficult to realize and when realized always suffers from the inherent and unavoidable peculiar feature of quantum mechanics where states are modified through measurement. Quantum algorithms that make ample use of qRAM hence stand to greatly benefit by incorporating aspects of our methods. The reason is that we minimize the quantum resources needed to store a given state in qRAM and hence provide more efficient in situ quantum data-storage and quantum data-retrieval methods (both named as a tantamount practical challenge faced by quantum machine learning algorithms in 1 ).
The algorithm is general in that it works given only black-box access to a unitary matrix. In the discussion however, we drop this restriction and cast the steps needed to perform a meaningful nearterm demonstration of this algorithm on a quantum computer, providing a low-rank approximation to eigenvectors of the quantum computers free-(or closely related effective) Hamiltonian, taking a large step towards a practically useful task with low gate counts.
Results
We work in the standard mathematical setting of quantum computing. We define n qubits arranged on a line and fix the standard canonical (computational) basis.
We consider the commutative Hermitian subalgrebra generated by the n-projectors P i = |0 0| i where the subscript i denotes the corresponding ith qubit acted on by P i , with the remainder of the state-space acted on by the identity. These form our observables.
Rank is the maximum Schmidt number (the non-zero singular values) across any of the n − 1 stepwise partitions of the qubits on a line. Rank provides an upper-bound on the bipartite entanglement that a quantum state can support-as will be seen, a rank-k state has at most ln 2 (k) ebits of entanglement. The quantum algorithm we present works by finding a sequence of k-rank approximations, where the kth approximation can be used to seed the k + 1th approximation.
We parameterize a circuit family generating matrix product states with θ a real vector with entries in [0, 2π). We consider action on the initial rank-1 state |0 = |0 ⊗n and define two states |ψ(θ ) = U † (θ )QU (θ )|0 and |ψ(θ ) = U (θ )|0 , both of yet to be specified rank. We will construct an objective function (2) to minimize and hence to recover our approximate eigen-
vector. The choice of this function provides a desirable degree of freedom to further tailor the algorithm to the particular quantum processor at hand. We choose
and call
the loglikihood function of the n-point correlator Π n i=1 p i (θ ). The minimization of (2) corresponds to maximizing the probability of measuring each qubit in |0 . This minimization can be done using a variety of optimization and machine learning algorithms.
As mentioned, our algorithm works given only oracle access to a unitary Q. The spectrum of Q is nessisarily contained on the complex unit circle and so we note immediately that
with equality of the left-hand-side if and only if |φ is an eigenvector of Q. Importantly, the maximization of θ on the right-hand-side of (3) corresponds to the minimization of the loglikihood (2). We will then parameterizeψ(θ k ) where k denotes a k-rank matrix product state of interest. Learning this matrix product state recovers an approximation to an eigenvector of Q. With a further promise on Q that all eigenvectors have a rank-p matrix product state representation, then we conclude that k < p implies a fundamental error in our approximation. We consider then that the kth singular value of the state takes the value ε. It then follows that the one-norm error scales with O(ε) and the two-norm error scales only with O(ε 2 ). In general we arrive at the monotonic sequence ordered by the following relation
valid for k = 1 to ⌈2 n/2 ⌉ (minimum to maximum possible rank). Indeed, increasing the rank of the matrix product state approximation can improve the eigenvector approximation. Yet it should be noted that ground state eigenvectors of physical systems are in many cases known to be well approximated with low-rank matrix product states [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . This depends on further properties of Q and is a subject of intensive study in numerical methods, further motivating the quantum algorithm we present here. We will develop our algorithm agnostic to Q, leaving a more specific nearterm demonstration (in which Q is implemented by e.g. a free-Hamiltonian) to the Discussion. Generally we will express |ψ(θ ) as a matrix product state as
In (5) the rank (k) of the representation is embedded into the realization of the A's. Quantum mechanics allows the deterministic generation of a class of isometries, where an isometry that is also an endomorphism on a particular space is called unitary-End(C be deterministically generated by the uniform quantum circuit given in Figure 1 . Other isometric structures of interest include trees and so-called, Multiscale Entanglement Renormalization Ansatz (MERA) networks 5, [20] [21] [22] .
The algorithm begins with rank-1 qubit states.
Minimization of the objective function (2) returns 2n real numbers describing a local matrix product state. Approximations of higher rank are made by utilizing the quantum circuit structure given in Figure 1 . Consider then a rank-k approximation to an eigenvector of Q. The blocks in Figure 1 represent unitary maps. These circuits act on at most ⌈ln 2 (k)⌉ qubits. Hence, each of these blocks has at most k 2 real degrees of freedom in [0, 2π). The general realization of these blocks using the typical basis of CNOT gates and arbitrary local unitaries can be done by a range of methods, see i.e. 23 . A commonly used theoretical lower bound requires 1 4 (k 2 − 3 ln 2 k − 1) CNOT gates, where the method in 23 requires k 2 local qubit gates and did not reach this theoretical lower bound of CNOT gates. The total number of single qubit and CNOT gates nevertheless scales as O(k 2 ) for each block, where the number of blocks is bounded by n. Hence the implementation complexity scales as O(l · n · k 2 ), where the optimization routine terminates after l steps.
Evident alternative methods to realize circuits exist. For example, a heuristic circuit realization can be preformed by adjusting controllable Hamiltonian parameters realizing each block, subject again to minimization of (2). Provided these sequences are localized appropriately, the matrix product structure still remains. To further quantify the presented quantum algorithm, we will show that the contemporary theory considering low-depth quantum circuits should be course grained by considering the maximum amount of entanglement a circuit of depth m on n qubits can realize. Our results are independent of the exact measure of entanglement used.
An ebit is the amount of entanglement contained in a maximally entangled two-qubit (Bell) state. A quantum state with q ebits of entanglement (quantified by some entanglement measure) has the same amount of entanglement (in that measure) as q Bell states. If a task requires r ebits, it can be done with r or more Bell states, but not with fewer. Maximally entangled states in C d ⊗ C d have ln 2 (d) ebits of entanglement. The maximum possible ebits supported by a rank-k matrix product state is of course bounded above by k. The question is then to upper bound the maximum amount of entanglement a given quantum computation can generate, provided a course graining to classify quantum algorithms in terms of both the circuit depth, as well as the maximum ebits possible. For low-depth circuits, these arguments are surprisingly relevant.
We then consider vertical partitions of a quantum circuit with the n qubits place horizontally on a line. For an m-depth quantum circuit (where m is presumably bounded above by a low-order polynomial in n), the maximum number of two-qubit gates crossed in a vertical partition is never more than m. The maximum number of ebits generated by a fully entangling two-qubit gate is never more than a single ebit. We then consider the n − 1 partitions of the qubits, the maximum partition with represent to ebits is into two (ideally) equal halves, which is never more than ⌈n/2⌉. We then arrive at the general result that an m-depth quantum circuit on n qubits never applies more than min{⌈n/2⌉, m} ebits of entanglement. This immediately puts a lower-bound of ∼ n/2 on the two-qubit gate-depth for Q to potentially drive a system into a state supporting the maximum possible ebits of entanglement.
4/8 Discussion
We now turn to the realization of Q and sketch a meaningful demonstration for a near-term device. Polynomial time simulation of Hamiltonian evolution is well known to be BQP-hard. This provides an avenue for Q to represent a problem of significant computational interest, as simulating quantum evolution and quantum factoring are in BQP.
Let Q(t) be the one-parameter unitary group generated by H , where H represent a 3-SAT instances. Given access to an oracle computing ψ(θ 1 )|H |ψ(θ 1 ) , we can minimize over all eigenvectors, which is NP-hard. Hence, finding even rank-1 states can be NP-hard.
When H is a general quantum Hamiltonian, minimization of ψ(θ k )|H |ψ(θ k ) is in turn, QMAhard. For example, pairing our procedure with an additional procedure (quantum phase estimation) to minimize Q over all eigenvectors would hence provide rank-k variational states and hence our methods provide a new research direction which incorporates tensor network methods in works such as e.g. [24] [25] [26] . It should however be noted that phase estimation adds significant experimental difficultly compared with the algorithm presented here.
For a near-term demonstration, we envision Q to be realized by bootstrapping the underlying physics of the system realizing Q. For instance, one can realize Q as a modification of the systems free-Hamiltonian using effective Hamiltonian methods (modulating local gates). This greatly reduces practical requirements on Q.
The interaction graph of the Hamiltonian generating Q can be used to define a tensor network state (as it will have the same structure as the layout of the chip, it will no longer have the contractable properties of a matrix product state but is still of interest). The algorithm works otherwise unchanged, but the circuit acts on this interaction graph (instead of a line) to create a corresponding tensor network state. Tailored free-evolution of the system Hamiltonian generates Q. Our algorithm returns a tensor network approximation of an eigenstate of Q. The first interesting demonstrations of the quantum algorithm we have presented should realize rank-2 tensor networks, and the corresponding tensor network can be realized with a few hundred gates for a system with a few hundred qubits.
